
Teambuilding
Activities



Country Sports

If it’s fun and excitement you are looking for, our Country Sports events should be just the thing! 
Teams complete each thrilling activity, with every result counting towards the overall team score. The successful team will win the coveted ‘Team 

of The Day’ accolade. 
Choose selected activities from archery, crossbows, laser or real clay-pigeon shooting, air rifles, human table football, Segway riding, duck herding, 

ferret racing, falconry, gun-dog trials, 4x4 off-road driving, quad-biking, Argo cats, mini-tanks or Apache buggies. 

Benefits:
Exhilarating
Memorable

Fun

1 - 6 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 500+
Guests:

Country Sports

UK
Europe

Locations:

Outdoor



Krypton Maze

A combination of television’s Krypton Factor and The Crystal Maze, this event has a number of different challenges that will test teams both 
mentally and physically. Each team will complete a series of challenges and be rewarded with points for each one. 

Each of the tasks presented has a different emphasis – some are physical while others are more cerebral. However, the one thing they all have in 
common is that they will challenge your team. 

The short time frame given to complete each task will test teams’ planning, communication, time management, attention to detail and of course, 
teamwork, to the maximum. There is a thrilling finale with all the teams facing the same challenge in a head-to-head competition!

Benefits:
Team Building

Competitive
Facilitation Optional

Fun

1 - 4 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 500+
Guests:

Krypton Maze

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor



Dash

Dash is a fun, motivating and energetic team building activity that has a great impact on teams. It has something for everyone and creates a perfect 
environment for improving communication, productivity and leadership skills.

The teams are faced with over 20 different team building activities set out in three different zones - Physical, Think and Quick Points. Points are 
available for the successful completion of each task and range from one point for an easy task, to 30 points for a difficult task.

Each team is presented at the start of the activity with an information pack with a brief description of each task and how many points it’s worth. 
After their planning time is up, the activity begins and the pace picks up as the race for points is on!

Benefits:
Fast Paced

Builds Morale
Fun

1 - 2 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 800+
Guests:

Dash

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor



Treasure Hunt

Will your team be able to solve cryptic and codex clues to find locations, meet the characters and complete the exciting challenges? We can provide 
trails from The Great London Treasure Hunt, Monopoly Treasure Hunt to Time Trials Orienteering or bespoke themed Treasure Hunts all over the 

UK!
If you have booked a venue, we can run an interactive treasure hunt around the grounds that is completely bespoke to your group. You can select  
themes like Da Vinci, Skyfall (we call it Skyfool) or even mix it up with a murder mystery style hunt We also put a few team building activities in along 

the route to make it interactive. These activities can be selected by you and tailored to the needs of the group.

Benefits:
Team Bonding

Competitive
Fun

1 - 6 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 800+
Guests:

Treasure Hunt

UK
Europe

Locations:

Outdoor



Monopoly Treasure Hunt

Experience London through Monopoly by taking your team to the heart of the capital and sending them on an adventure they will never forget. 
The event begins with a quick game of Monopoly on our custom made giant board (together with giant dice). The aim in this section is to land on 
properties that you think you will be able to get to (and prove it) in your time frame. We’ve also included the iconic Chance and Community Chest 

cards – which also include some of our own special twists! 
This is a great event that will have teams racing around London and completing challenges to gain extra money. A completely new spin on the 

traditional Treasure Hunt format!

Benefits:
Competitive
Memorable

Fun

1 - 6 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 800+
Guests:

Monopoly 
Treasure Hunt

UK
Europe

Locations:

Outdoor



On The Water Events

The first thing to decide is your preferred method of propulsion. We then supply the expertise and the equipment for you to have a fun and 
memorable day on the water.

Sailing is a great team activity which can be both fun and rewarding in terms of team development. Alternatively, just have a blast on some of our 
superb adrenaline-fuelled vessels like our Zap Cats or RIB’s!

If you just want a leisurely cruise you could hire a Sunseeker or Princess speed-boat for a glass of Champagne and a relaxed day on the water.

Benefits:
Builds Morale
Memorable

Fun

Half or Full Day
Duration:

2 - 300+
Guests:

UK
Europe

Locations:

Outdoor

On The Water
Events



Countdown

This is an energetic game with 121 different mini challenges. The format of the game is simple and generates a role for everyone. Each team 
receives a box containing the tasks and a pack listing each challenge and its level of difficulty. Teams choose their own strategy to complete as 

many quick-fire challenges as they can with the aim of amassing as many points as possible in the time frame.
The shared experience offers great networking opportunities and a team morale boost. The tasks are split into Creative, Technical, Problem-

Solving and Physical so that everyone can be part of the team’s success.
As the clock ticks down, the pressure increases as teams attempt to be crowned our Countdown champion team.

Benefits:
Fast Paced

Competitive
Fun

1 - 2 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 500+
Guests:

Countdown

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor



Calendar Creation

The Calendar Creation activity is a fun-filled, creative team building session where teams produce a calendar for their desks back in the office. The 
theme of the calendar can be company-orientated or just a bit of fun!

Teams will be given a variety of different materials and costumes which they can use to come up with ideas for photographs to be included in a 
company calendar. The calendar can be based around a theme (the company values for example) and participants will have a set time to plan their 

images and take the photos. They are then edited and made calendar-ready.
Participants will have to think carefully about the key messages they want to include in their calendar - it will, after all, be on their wall all year!

Benefits:
Creative

Collaborative
Competitive

2 - 3 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 500+
Guests:

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

Calendar
Creation



All For One

All For One is a fantastic collaborative team event than can give you a great insight into how your team feel about the company they work for in a 
fun non -threatening environment

The first group on each of the tasks has to decide the concept, direction and theme of the task. At the end of their allotted time on that task, they 
must split into two - one group  stays to impart some knowledge to half of the next team while the other half move on to receive the information 

on the next challenge.
The grand finale is the unveiling of the hard work that all the teams have put into the various challenges of this collaborative team event.

Benefits:
2 - 6 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 300+

Guests:

All For One

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

Collaborative
Challenging

Facilitation Optional
Fun



The Great Decoration Bake Off

Can your team create a sponge cake to excite the taste buds and delight the eye? We supply teams with pre-prepared ingredients, including your 
sponge base, plus a few others that they have to prepare themselves. The task is to create the perfect cake! 

Our chef will go through the basic skills needed to decorate the cake including masking, piping and many other skills. Then it is down to the teams 
to let their creativity run wild.

Teams will also have a choice for their sponge filling. They can be imaginative and create their very own filling or follow one of the recipes for a 
safer bet!

Benefits:
Creative

Educational
Fun

2 - 6 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 80+
Guests:

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

The Great 
Decoration 
Bake Off



Sushi Making

Treat and challenge your taste buds to something new and oriental with our Sushi Making team building event! A great activity for food lovers and 
an opportunity to test you and to get your creative juices flowing.

Teams are given a demonstration on general kitchen skills and how to make the sushi by our Master Chef and an idea of some of the sushi dishes 
that can be prepared using the facilities and ingredients available.

The teams are tasked with deciding on their sushi creation. All the teams must then prepare, cook and serve their sushi dish to each other and 
crucially, to our Master Chef who will decide on the best show of sushi making skills.

Benefits:
2 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 80+

Guests:

Sushi Making

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Creative
Challenging

Fun



Chocolate Making

Our signature Chocolate Making team building activity is a perfect example of where education melts seamlessly with creativity. You will learn how 
to make the perfect Belgian Truffles with your very own individual touches.

After a brief introduction and history of chocolate, our chocolate expert will then give a demonstration of the types of chocolates you will be able 
to make.

It’s then time to get your hands onto (and usually into) the chocolate. However, there are other elements that can be brought in to ensure the team 
building element isn’t completely forgotten!

Benefits:
Creative

Challenging
Competitive

2 - 3 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 80+
Guests:

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Chocolate 
Making



Hell’s Kitchen

Loosely based on the TV shows, Hell’s Kitchen and Ready, Steady, Cook, this event is all about imagination, innovation and of course, your cooking 
skills. If you want to learn a few new tips to enhance your own kitchen experience, the Hell’s Kitchen cooking event is for you!

 The first part of the session is a masterclass from our top chef. The second part is where the teamwork begins as each team must come up with 
a restaurant concept, prepare a sample menu and complete our garnish challenge. 

The third stage involves the teams cooking their restaurant’s signature dish - enough for the whole team to get a taste, and crucially, a taster dish 
for the judging panel!

Benefits:
2 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 80+

Guests:

Hell’s Kitchen

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Creative
Challenging
Competitive



iPad Movie Making

Ever fancied yourself as a director, producer or actor? With our iPad Film Making activity, teams can experience all these different roles whilst 
working together to produce a film from start to finish.

Teams will be given all the equipment needed to produce their films, including their iPad and props. It will then be up to them to write, film, edit 
and finish their films together. This activity would suit all kinds of teams and gives people an opportunity to get involved in something they wouldn’t 

usually.
For a truly themed event, just add a bespoke fancy dress option - we can supply outfits that fit with any theme selected so that the movies really 

come to life!

Benefits:
Creative

Builds Morale
Competitive

2 - 4 Hrs
Duration:

2 - 500+
Guests:

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

iPad Movie 
Making



The Emperor’s Aqueduct

The Emperor’s Aqueduct team building activity is completely unique to Teambuilding Solutions. It is a fantastic option for team development days 
or a Dealing with Change Workshop.

First of all we have the Emperor who issues commands and unreasonable requests! At the moment, the Emperor of Rome needs to appease 
the Egyptian Pharaoh and requires  a talented team to build a complex aqueduct to bring water to a number of Egyptian towns. To ensure that 
he ends up with the best possible aqueduct, he has shrewdly put the task out to every construction team in the land – your teams. A specified 
gold budget for materials is divided between all of the teams. However, the funding will not be sufficient for any one team to build an impressive 

aqueduct to impress Pharaoh.

Benefits:
2 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 500+

Guests:
UK

Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

The Emperor’s
Aqueduct

Competitive
Challenging

Facilitation Optional
Fun



Crime Scene Investigation (CSI)

This fun team building day will have your team investigating a crime scene using all the latest technology and skills of a CSI team.
Managed by us, but designed and run by a professional forensic team, this is a unique team building event.

Learn how to analyse different types of evidence - blood spatter, handwriting, ink, DNA, fingerprints, physical e-fits, text message records and 
examine the crime scene before collating the information to present in court. Not only that, but you must also show that you can participate 

effectively in a courtroom trial! 

Benefits:
2 - 6 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 500+

Guests:

CSI

UK
Locations:

Indoor

Educational
Challenging

Fun



Feed Einstein

This is an incredibly creative and collaborative Team Building activity that will test your team to the max! Build your very own Rube Goldberg device 
that takes a simple task and makes it extraordinarily complicated.

We’ve based this team building activity on the fact that Einstein was the name of Doc Brown’s dog in the original Back To The Future film. Doc sets 
up a complicated sequence in order to complete a simple task - to Feed Einstein. The sequence is based on an alarm clock going off that then 

starts his coffee machine, makes some toast, and finally feeds Einstein.
All we expect you to do is simply make a bell ring!

Benefits:
2 - 6 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:

Feed Einstein

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

Educational
Challenging

Fun



Bigger Picture

The Bigger Picture event is a creative team building activity that encourages teams to work together whilst producing a unique work of art!
At the start of the event your group will be split into teams and tasked with creating different sections of a well-known masterpiece or brand new 
image – much harder than it sounds. You’ll soon realise with the help of your experienced facilitator, that communication and a focus on the ‘bigger 

picture’ rather than individual performance is the key!
Each member of the group must be aware of their team-mates’ progress so that when all of the pieces come together at the end of the session 

they form a cohesive and fluid whole.

Benefits:
1 - 2 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:

Bigger Picture

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

Creative
Challenging

Collaborative
Fun



Reach For The Stars

An exciting opportunity for your team to become rocket scientists. With just a few chosen propulsion materials (from water pressure to vinegar 
and bicarbonate of soda) and building and decoration items, the team will have to build their very own working rocket. The heat is on as teams 

test their creations and see whose travels furthest!
Reach for the Stars is a great team building activity to use as part of a conference day or complemented with other activities such as a 30 second 

advert to launch your product.
One of our most exciting and rewarding challenges, Reach for the Stars is an excellent facilitated team building activity. Team work will be essential 

if your team is to win the most points and rule the skies!

Benefits:
2 - 4 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 500+

Guests:
UK

Europe

Locations:

Indoor & Outdoor

Reach For The
Stars

Competitive
Challenging

Facilitation Optional
Fun



Ice Sculpting

Ice Sculpting? Could there be a better way to be cool than working creatively with blocks of ice?! This is a truly innovative team building activity that 
we guarantee to be memorable!

Each team (of 2-3 people) is supplied with a 3 piece chisel set, a set of leather safety gloves per person and some safety glasses. They then have 
to work quickly to agree a creative outcome and bring the project in on time.

This activity works well as its own stand-alone session - the ideal ‘ice breaker’ (pardon the pun!), to a team meeting or conference, or as a rotational 
activity as part of a larger team building session.

Benefits:
2 - 4 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:

Ice Sculpting

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Creative
Challenging
Memorable

Fun



Mega Quiz

This Evening Event is perfect as an accompaniment to a company drinks or over a dinner. Our company quiz night includes rounds from all your 
favourite shows and more, and is guaranteed to appeal to all your guests. A fun evening that uses fantastic interactive activities, including a buzzer 

round and our higher or lower card round!
- Family Fortunes

- Play Your Cards Right
- Never Mind The Buzzcocks

- Countdown

Benefits:
1 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:

Mega Quiz

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Competitive
Challenging
Memorable

Fun



Millionaire By Midnight

The ultimate evening event of risk taking! We present you with a variety of activities - from Pig Racing to iPad controlled Battle Cars and you bet on 
the outcome. How lucky will you be - can you become a Millionaire by Midnight?

This activity has a number of different elements, but all with one thing in common, a bet must take place.
We provide a wide range of possible options - a Wii game console, horse racing on a projector, a pool table, some racing toy pigs and more. The 

teams have to amass as much money as possible before the time runs out to become the Millionaire By Midnight Champion!

Benefits:
1 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:
UK

Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Millionaire By 
Midnight

Competitive
Challenging

Fun



Murder Mystery

Murder Mystery is the evening event for you if you fancy yourself as a Poirot, Morse or Holmes! Can you pick out the facts and name the murderer? 
Classic evening entertainment that will keep you guessing right to the end

The first thing is to select your Murder Mystery theme – do you want something historic, fictional of contemporary? Once decided, we like the event 
to be a surprise for most of the participants as it can add to the drama and confusion.

We can help you to select the best option for you, and they will always be great fun and test your powers of deduction to the maximum! Will your 
team be able to ask the main suspects the right questions in order to unmask the murderer?

Benefits:
1 - 6 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:
UK

Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Murder 
Mystery

Competitive
Challenging

Communication
Fun



Casino Night

All the thrill and fun of a casino – without the huge hole left in your wallet! See how much skill and luck you have at our tables!
We can offer sophisticated casino entertainment in the form of full size gaming tables with a choice of Roulette, Blackjack and Poker. Alternatively, 
incorporate more light hearted pastimes with our Horsey Roulette and fun themed Fruit Machines.  Players are given a set amount of fun money 

with which to play the tables and spend the evening gambling, cajoling and frittering the night away until time is called.
At the end of the session the players are asked to cash in their chips, and the person with the most amount of fun money and chips left wins!

Benefits:
1 - 3 Hrs

Duration:
2 - 800+

Guests:

Casino Night

UK
Europe

Locations:

Indoor

Competitive
Exciting

Memorable
Fun



Hell’s Kitchen
Aston & Fincher
‘I just wanted to say a 
huge thank you to you 

and the team. Everybody 
from Aston & Fincher had 

a great time and really 
enjoyed the activity, with 

lots of laughter to be 
heard.‘

Venue Treasure Hunt
UK Price Waterhouse 

Cooper
‘The whole event was a lot 
of fun and very engaging, 

we learnt a lot from a 
behaviour perspective 

both working and 
communicating effectively 
with in a team. The staff 
were funny and relaxed 

and provide a great service. 
Thanks!’

Countdown 
Alan Wood

‘The day and staff were 
all excellent, we had a 
great day and it really 

brought everyone 
together. Many Thanks’

Country Sports
Finsbury Financial

‘My contact was Steph who 
was very professional to the 
point of even on her holiday 

she was emailing me with 
updates. On the day of the 

event Andy & the team were 
very helpful. We had a great 

morning with the events 
chosen. I would recommend 

Teambuilding Solutions’

Bake Off
Sony

‘It was good fun and got 
everyone’s creative juices 

flowing after 3 days 
of late nights. I would 
definitely recommend 

Teambuilding Solutions 
to other departments 

within Sony.’

Cocktail Making 
Hen Do

‘I just wanted to thank 
you and the team for 
a wonderful cocktail 

making event.’ 

Krypton Maze
Metlife

‘The feedback I had was 
brilliant, everybody had 
a really good afternoon 
and enjoyed the event.’



About Teambuilding Solutions 
With over 20 years of experience designing corporate 
team building events  for companies of all sizes 
that are keen to ensure their employees function 
efficiently as a unit, we can offer our clients a level 
of expertise in team building that is hard to find 
elsewhere.

Rather that relying on a one-size-fits-all product, we 
prefer to work with each company at the planning 
stage to create a corporate team building solution 
that is built around their requirements.

We also have a free venue finding service, where we 
get your preferred location and suggest a range of 
venues that will suit your bespoke requirements. 
Once your dates are set and you have chosen your 
activities we arrange the whole thing for you, taking 
the weight off your shoulders.

Fun, flexible team building events, build your day 
with us!

What we can do for you!
The benefits of teambuilding are well documented 
and, for a relatively small outlay, you can achieve a 
number of the following outcomes:

Improve communication

Improve rapport

Create a more cohesive and productive environment

Improve morale and encourage leadership skills

Clearly define objectives and goals

Encourage time management and creativity

Identify a team’s strengths and weaknesses

Improve the ability to problem solve

Encourage collaboration

Boost employee engagement 

Overall your team will work more cohesively and 
create better results within your company.



[T] - 01425 629 327
[E] - info@teambuildingsolutions.co.uk
[W] - www.teambuildingsolutions.co.uk


